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As a viticulturist, Ashley Ratcliffe knew that not only were some of

the best Riverland vineyards undervalued but that many were

planted with the wrong varieties for the climate. Over the last

few years, these vineyards have come on stream with varieties

like Montepulciano, Touriga, Arinto, Fiano and Nero d’Avola.

However, rather than go in “all guns blazing,” planting large

swathes of land in single varietals, he plants a multitude of

varieties to assess their potential before fully committing – hence

“Bullets before Cannonballs.” This darkly coloured red is

Tempranillo dominated with a dollop of the robust, northern

Italian variety Lagrein and 32% of other, unspecified varieties

sourced from “bullet” vineyards. Aged for 12 months in 5-6 year

old barrels it’s a big hearty red for cold winter evenings.

T H I S  M O N T H ' S  W I N E S

Bullets before Cannonballs 2020
Ashley Ratcliff of Ricca Terra Farms

Vesco Family of Azienda Agricola Rallo

Happy New Year!! We hope that you enjoyed a good festive season and that Santa brought you all

that you were after. Welcome to the first subscription case of 2022, 6 bottles of vinous delight to

bring a smile to a cold, damp January evening.

Il Manto Nero d’Avola, Rallo 2019

From some of the higher Sicilian slopes overlooking the town of

Marsala, this organically farmed Nero d’Avola is lipsmackingly

generous and full with a delightful brightness and freshness. Early

picking retains a fresh acidity and ensures things never get too

jammy making this a perfect accompaniment to grilled meats or

hard cheese.



Calmel & Joseph ‘La Fabrique’ Carignan2020

An impressive purple hue. Made from Calmel & Joseph's oldest parcels (126 years
old) of wines, which did very well in 2020 despite a very wet spring and a high
risk of mildew. The nose is classic for this grape… fresh grape juice, spices, and
the vivacity of redcurrant… and shows great maturity. The attack is incisive, the
tannins silky and the balance perfect. Only Carignan of this age, grown on
hillsides, can offer such stunning singularity. Garrigue, wild cherry, fig and spices
relay each other elegantly in the mouth. An old Carignan that, once again in this
vintage, expresses its altitude terroir through a haracteristic freshness that
balances its intensity. Rebaptized since the previous vintage as “La Fabrique”,
because if any grape variety truly represents Calmel & Joseph's “marque de
fabrique”, or hallmark, it is Carignan.

Domaine Capmartin, Tannat Vielles Vignes,
AOP Madiran 2019

Madiran, tucked away in the foothills of the Pyrenees has a reputation
for producing tough, muscular reds from the local Tannat grape, wines
that can, on occasion, err on the side of austere and require some
significant bottle aging and, very occasionally, tucking away in a
distant cellar and forgetting. Fortunately, in the hands of Simon
Capmartin what we find is a deeply coloured, full flavoured red,
organically grown and produced with minimal levels of sulphur that
bursts onto the palate with an explosion of dark fruit and warm spice
think hearty casseroles or pies, a log fire and good company.
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Simon & Guy Capmartin
Korona Borház winery and vines

Korona Egri Bikaver 2016
The Egri Korona Borház (Crown Wine House of Eger) is a family winery in the
Eger wine region, right next to a thermal hot spring & it's unbelievable white
cliffs. This area is renowned for its thermal baths & its' resulting soil rich in
minerals of volcanic origin. Egri Bikaver is Hungary’s most popular and
important red wine, literally translates as “bull’s blood". It's a specific blend of
grape varieties controlled by strict winemaking regulations, where the
dominate grape is Kékfrankos. Ruby colour. 18 months in oak barrels produces
a medium-bodied wine with a depth of flavour, wild cherries, spice, black
pepper & warm tannins thanks to the Kékfrankos.

Maite Fernandez and Abel Mendoza of Abel Mendoza Wines

This is an interesting counterpoint to the Bullets before
Cannonballs, being 100% Tempranillo from Rioja but produced
in the traditional “joven” style using carbonic maceration in
cement tanks. With no oak aging, this is generous and bursting
with sweet ripe raspberry and redcurrant fruit flavours. Abel
Mendoza’s star remains very much in the ascendency and he
is, these days, regarded as one of Rioja’s leading winemakers
– Tim Atkin MW placing the estate in the very top tier of Rioja
bodegas.

Rioja, Jarrarte, 

Bodegas Abel Mendoza 2020


